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INTRODUCTIONS
• Where are you from? What material or texts do you
work with?
• What project do you have underway or in mind?
• What experience do you have with the TEI, if any?

WHAT IS THE TEXT ENCODING INITATIVE?
“The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a consortium which collectively
develops and maintains a standard for the representation of texts in
digital form” www.tei-c.org
• Developed by an international consortium founded in 1987 to meet
community need for ways to represent text that are
• Hardware and software independent
• Computationally tractable
• Formal
• Reusable
• Now has modules for representing objects other than text
• Both a community standard and a community research effort

SOME THINGS WE MIGHT WANT TO REPRESENT

XML MARKUP IS EVERYWHERE
eXensible Mark-up Language makes the world go round
• KML (maps)
• TEI (editions)
• XHTML and parts of HTML5 (for browser display)
• WordprocessingML (Microsoft Word)
• CMBL (Comic Book Markup Language)
• DocBook (hardware and software documentation)
• ePub (electronic publishing, iBook)
• MathML (math)
• RSS (web syndication or web feeds)
• RDF (enables advanced inference-based web search)
• MARCXML (library records)
• … and dozens more

XML ANATOMY
I've "drawn a box" around the text UBC Okanagan. The
opening tag and closing tag mark the sides of the box.
On Wednesday I called Arlene. She will be visiting
<location>UBC Okanagan</location>before the end
of the summer.
NB: I've added colour for demonstration purposes. Code doesn't have to be
in colour to work.

XML ANATOMY
I've "drawn a box" around the text UBC Okanagan. The opening
tag and closing tag mark the sides of the box, and have added
more information with an attribute name and attribute value
(which go inside the opening tag). Wherever you have an
attribute name, you must have an attribute value, set off from
them name with an = symbol and double quotation marks
On Wednesday I called Arlene. She will be visiting
<location type="university">UBC Okanagan</location>
before the end of the summer.
Empty elements are those without content. Instead of
writing an opening and closing tag with no content in
between them, we write a singe tag with the forward
slash to the right of the element name (e.g. <lb></lb>
as <lb/> to represent a line break).

XML ANATOMY
<location type="university">UBC Okanagan</location>
attribute
name

attribute value

closing tag

opening tag

Element

XML RULES
• XML documents must be “well formed”
• XML must be “valid”
• XML elements must nest, and never overlap
• XML documents must have a single root element and
can be expressed as a hierarchy, or tree.

Let’s talk through what these mean.

VALID XML
• TEI must be validated against a schema
• A valid XML document uses correct vocabulary – only
includes elements and attributes specified by the
markup language (e. g. TEI, XHTML,
WordProcessingML).
• A valid XML document uses correct grammar – the
elements are in the right place, in the right order

ELEMENTS, NESTING, ONE ROOT
• XML documents all have elements, attributes, and values.
• All XML-based languages’ elements nest, and never overlap
• XML documents have a single root element and can be expressed as a hierarchy,
or tree.

TEI-XML
The TEI help us model our research materials in
a way that is
! Sustainable
! Sharable
! Platform Agnostic
! Explicit
! Formal

TEI-XML

WHEN IS TEI KNOWLEDGE USEFUL?
MODELING

A model is a tool for thinking – a representation or surrogate for a real-world
object or phenomenon, that helps us better understand a certain aspect of
that object or phenomenon. We can model using pen and paper, wax, or in our
case, code.

WHEN IS TEI KNOWLEDGE USEFUL?
SINGLE ENCODING, MULTIPLE OUTPUTS
sdf

WHEN IS TEI KNOWLEDGE USEFUL?
CLOSE READING AND PATTERNS AT SCALE
Close reading (via markup) and distant reading (via visualization) are both
valuable
! Jockers: “The truth, however, seems to be that you’re interested in the same
thing I am, which is to say, how “macro” and “micro” approaches are
interconnected and interdependent.”
! Flanders: “the detailed markup we’re doing isn’t aimed at the individual text: I
would call it “detailed data at scale”—we are encoding a collection of texts in a
consistent way that captures a set of repeating features: e.g. named entities,
rhetorical structures, intertextual references, etc. These features operate
meaningfully both within the ecology of a single text, and also within the
ecology of the collection as a whole: so the “micro” view represented by the
markup is very much in the service of the “macro” view represented by the
collection and the collection-level tools/interface.”

Flanders, Julia and Matt Jockers "A Matter of Scale”
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/englishfacpubs/106/

WHEN IS TEI KNOWLEDGE USEFUL?
CLOSE READING AND PATTERNS AT SCALE
• Jockers: “When you drive through the fine state of Nebraska, you see the
individual rows of corn, the silos, the barns, and so on. These are the
details you see from up close. You don’t see how each farm is connected
to another farm in a beautiful and organized patchwork of 640-acre
sections. You don’t see how the landscape of one farm is the result of and
dependent upon the landscape of those surrounding it. You need a plane
or a satellite to reveal those particulars.”
• Flanders: “So, close or distant reading, whether done with the assistance
of the computer or with the naked eye, is a method dependent upon
different levels of focus and attention; at one moment we focus our critical
lens in a way that is meant to call certain aspects of that poem or passage
into our field of view and in that moment we necessarily ignore other
facets that might be seen using a different focus.”

SCHEMAS: CUSTOMIZING THE TEI
• The TEI is capacious.
• No project uses all 500+ elements
• Schema customization is a formal modeling activity
– representing textual sources in a computational
tractable way
• Schema customization is the way to keep data from
chaos.

THE TEI GUIDELINES: CHAPTERS
The chapter prose
explains how the
elements work
together to
describe a
document.
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THE TEI GUIDELINES: APPENDICES
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WHEN IS TEI KNOWLEDGE USEFUL?
AGGREGATION, PEER REVIEW, GRANTS
• Aggregation and sharing
• Peer Review (by organizations such as NINES)
• Grants (agencies like to see that projects will use
disciplinary standards)

TEI-BASED PROJECTS: THE MAP OF EARLY MODERN LONDON

MoEML: http://mapoflondon.uvic.ca/index.htm
Let's look at their code:
http://mapoflondon.uvic.ca/dev/codesharing.htm

TEI-BASED PROJECTS: WALT WHITMAN ARCHIVE

http://www.whitmanarchive.org/

TEI-BASED PROJECTS: THE YELLOW NINETIES ONLINE

http://www.1890s.ca/

FURTHER RESOURCES: SUBJECT-BASED TEI COMMUNITY
Get in touch with TEI-encoding groups who share your research subject
area
NINES - 19thc Scholarship
18thConnect - 18thC scholarship
MESA - Medieval scholarship
Modernist Journals - Modernism
CWRC - Canadian Lit studies
ModNets - Modernist Networks

Looking to host an MVP version as you learn/ move
from institution to institution while on the job market/
generally get things underway? Try TAPAS, the TEI
Archiving, Publishing, and Access Service.

FURTHER RESOURCES
Online Resources
● WWP web site: Encoding Guide and seminar materials
● TEI Guidelines and web site
● TEI-L mailing list and its archives
● WWP-ENCODING mailing list and its archives
● TEI by Example
● Digital Humanities Questions and Answers
● TAPAS, the TEI Archiving, Publishing, and Access Service
Events
● WWP Workshops in Digital Humanities, Northeastern University
● Digital Humanities conference (this year late June to early July in Sydney, Australia)
● Digital Humanities Summer Institute, University of Victoria
● Humanities Intensive Learning and Teaching, University of Maryland
● Nebraska Digital Workshop, University of Nebraska
● Rare Book School, University of Virginia
● Balisage: The Markup Conference, annually in early August (NB a student support award)
● TEI conference (this year 26–31 Oct in Lyon, France)
● THATCamps

THANKS!

Keep in touch!
constance.crompton@ubc.ca |@clkcrompton
With special thanks to Michelle Schwartz, Julia Flanders, Syd Bauman, Lee Zickel, Travis
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